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ABSTRACT

The modern computing has been a blessing to all human beings and exponential advancement
of these technologies has been created a big issue regarding with the environment. The aim of
the green wall methodology in sustainable development is to overcome the environmental
damage causing by the development of technologies and process of informatization from the
beginning phase. Our study has trends of “green wall” that can be considered as a methodology
for sustainable development. In this paper, sustainable development qualities such as entourage
effect, curtailment, social impact and performance are described well and whether these qualities
can be adopted in software engineering. Further, we tried approaching to develop the green
and sustainable software that may contain low cost and low energy consumption during
development process and how environmental risk can be minimized.
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INTRODUCTION

    The modern computing technology has
been a blessing to all human beings and
exponential advancement of these technologies
has been created a big issue regarding the
environment. With the development of
technology and the process of informatization,
various types of computer systems have been
widely used. Whenever computers are discussed
it is generally with reference to operational power
management, rather than how IT can help a
business as well as achieve its environmental
goals [1]. The environmental damage can be
overcome by adopting green computing because
by the help of green computing, technology can
be developed in a sustainable way. Development
in sustainable way means usage of optimized
material flows or to substitute material products
with their virtual counterparts, which reduce
energy and resource consumption [2]. From the
past decade to the present generation, ICT which
is also called as information and communication
technology adopting the approaches of green

computing so that we can reduce the cost and
power consumption of IT system and maximize
energy efficiency during the system’s lifetime.
“THE GREEN WALL Model” is a model for
developing green and sustainable software and
computing approach that addresses both the
qualities of sustainable software and profiling of
energy consumption.

BACKGROUND

Until now, there are many publications
available discussing the relationship between
sustainable development and green computing.
David Tebbutt [1] describes the green computing,
according to that simplistic view the Green IT is
about power management and recycling. Stefan
Naumann [2] described the model known as
Green soft  Model that contains the product life
cycle model for software products that helps in
developing the sustainable software. Sarah [3]

introduces the very technologies that help in
carbon free computing such as via technologies
and the advantages of green computing in human
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l ife. Anderberg [4] relates the industrial
development process with environmental
problems and solutions. These problems are
related with the industrial development and
solutions of these problems have been described
by sustainable computing which means a way of
development in which resources are used and
managed in such way that new product will be
suitable for nature and also helpful for future use.
The concept of Green Computing system is
originated by reviewing the approaches of the
Green Computing [5]. The study reveals that there
is a way that can suppress the worsening
problem about misuse and abuse in the use of
the computing resources [6]. Four aspects:
hardware design, software technology, virtual
machine are the strategies of green energy
saving for cloud computing platform manager and
network environment [7].

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This research design gives a brief
introduction to the new and the budding concept
of Green Computing and Green IT for developing
the sustainable software and qualities of
sustainable development. These qualities will be
divided into four subcategories as shown in
Figure 1. The detailed explanation of sustainable
development qualities are:

Entourage effect: The entourage effect
word means environmental effect and the
sustainable development poses the quality of low
environment effect. Environmental sustainability
demands that developing designs activities to
meet human needs while indefinitely preserving
the life support systems of the planet [8].

Bionomious impact: The sustainable
development result us a bionomious effect in a
positive way. Bionomious effect means the effect
on the ecology and due to the sustainable
development we are creating fully recyclable
products, reducing pollution, proposing
alternative technologies in various fields, and
creating a center of economic activity around
technologies that benefit the environment [3].

Pernicious effect: The sustainable
development also results low pernicioustivity or
very low or zero toxicity. By sustainable
development we are building materials and

studying chemical processes to reduce the use
and generation of hazardous substances for
example use of toxic materials like lead can be
replaced by silver and copper making recycling
of computers more effectively [10] and that will not
generate any toxic agent.

Low vitiation: Due to sustainable
development the problem of vitiation or pollution
is also reduced. By this vision, the organizations
have been focusing on power efficiency
throughout the design and manufacturing
process of its products and their environmental
friendly products are manufactured using a range
of green-computing strategies, such as replacing
petroleum-filled plastic by bio-plastics or plant-
based polymers [4].

Extravagance: Sustainable development
focuses on sustainable use of materials and has
targeted the idea of dematerialization, converting
the linear path of materials that reuses materials
[4].

Use renewable energy: Sustainable
development encourages the usage of
renewable energy sources resulting in the low-
carbon energy , which is sustainable only in the
sense that it does not add to CO

2
 or any

hazardous matter in the atmosphere such as
introducing VIA technologies (carbon free
computing) [3].

Curtailment: The curtailment means
economy. Sustainable development is also very
beneficial in the economic point of view. By the
help of sustainable development we can reduce
the overall development cost of the product.

Low elementary cost: In the sustainable
development  the elementary cost or initial cost
of the product is very low because we use such
resources which are cheaper and easily available
such as we use pre developed product for
guidance.

Less raw material cost: In the sustainable
development the cost of raw material is very low
because we use the green material as the raw
material e.g. for electricity and heating we can
use solar panel or solar thermal equipments [3].

Low ontogeny: The sustainable
development also contains the low ontogeny
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because the overall development cost will be low
due to using green resources.

Low breakdown cost: Due to sustainable
development process the disposal cost of any
product becomes very low because discarding
will not only control e-waste out of dumps but
also save energy and materials needed for a
whole new computer [10].

Social impact: The sustainable
development has the positive social impact on
the surroundings. This impact can be explained
by following:

Inclinated:  Sustainable development is
inclinated means of motivation. It encourages
how to find the new ways and techniques of
energy consumption and resource efficiency, for
example EPA produced an energy star plan for
reduced energy consumption [5].

Use provincial material: Sustainable
development also focuses on the use of local
material because by  use of local material the
product becomes cheaper and easy to be
developed, for example we can use wireless
sensor networks for monitoring [10].

Less use of energy: Sustainable
development also helps in the less energy
consumption, for example use of green cloud
computing environment.

Safe and secure:  Sustainable development
is safe and secure because it has no side effects
and has only positive effects [6].

Externalize energy: The embodied energy
in sustainable development is very low [7].

Performance: The performance of the
product is increased via following way: Ease to
build: Product becomes easy to build because
the every objective becomes clear.

Long life: The product life increases due to
including updating options, for example by using
a NCP technology the network got the long life.

Use of green energy sources: Sustainable
development focuses on the usage of green
energy source [10].

Less chance to decay: The product
developed has less chance to decay [2].

Sustainable development also helps in time
saving and money saving during the product
building so that high performance can be

achieved.

PROPOSED MODEL

Figure 1: Sustainable development qualities

Figure 2: Green wall model

This model is a conceptual reference model
for sustainable development and for supporting
the green development. The purpose is to define
the environmentally suitable infrastructure and
the usage of computer equipments and internet
technologies for the developers, controllers and
the users of the systems, so that the energy
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efficient processing and reduced resource
consumption as well as the disposal of the IT
waste (e-waste) done in a proper manner. This
model contains six basic phases of development:
Requirement collection, Analytical summariz-
ation, Design, Processing, Testing, and
Maintenance, which are briefly explained in
Figure 2.

Green wall model

In this green wall, which works like a firewall
and focuses majorly on the information flowing
from one phase to another phase during
development whether the past information is
feasible for sustainable development or not? The
green wall works in the following way:

On requirement collection: Requirement
collection takes place then all requirements are
passed to analysis phase. The requirements or
data will be filtered by green wall and such
requirements, which have the negative impact
on ecology and users, will be discarded for
example excess use of raw material.

On analytical summarization: In this phase
the green wall works in such way, suppose any
analyzed requirement that contains a bad result
such as resultant is a toxic element which either
will be changed or replaced by non toxic element
or will be discarded for example any requirement
results lead in its product then if it can replaced
by other polymers or materials such as silver then
that will be replaced by that otherwise it will be
discarded.

On Design: On this phase it checks that
developed design is compatible to ecological
system and ensures that overall development
cost of the particular product must be low.

On processing phase: On processing phase,
the green wall filters the developed product by
ensuring that the developed product must be safe
and secure and checks whether the product is
motivated or not.

On testing phase: On the testing phase, the
green wall covers the parameters of social impact
and performance such as the creation of vitiation
(pollution) by that product, if it is very high then it
will be justified and ensures that the developed
product must have long life or chance to decay.

On maintenance phase: On maintenance
phase if any maintenance is needed then the
need of that maintenance will be filtered by green
wall . If that is not feasible according to the four
parameters of sustainable development qualities
then that need will be discarded or if that is
suitable then the maintenance will be done.

Advantages of green wall model

The advantages of adopting green wall
methodology are (1) it promotes green IT and
green computing (2) It encourages IT reuse and
reduces IT complexity.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The main objective of our proposed GREEN
WALL ( GW )  MODEL is to inherit the concept,
procedure and phenomena of green computing
during the development process of software as
well as hardware. GW model may play as a role
of reference model in order to protect and
enhance natural capital. It may also promote
resource efficiency and may develop product life
cycle for developer, administrators and users.
Additionally, this model also suggests how we
can make the product in more sustainable way.
Consequently, at first we have described the
qualities of sustainable development. We showed
that if we involved these qualities during the
product engineering then we can develop the
software in the sustainable direction.  This GW
Model offers a number of benefits over existing
model for the sustainable development. Firstly,
it configures the product in such a way that is
beneficial for the environment also. Secondly, it
is a new methodology that offers technique for
better utilization of resources and power
consumption. So, in above discussion regarding
the sustainable product we can say that our green
wall model helps to develop the sustainable
software product that may reduce the
environmental risk.
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